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Temperature Control
Throughout Your Whole-Home



Learn more about the benefits of whole-home 
temperature control at  aprilaire.com

The key to year-round comfort in every 
room: Zone Comfort Control by Aprilaire

In most homes, a single thermostat is charged with 

keeping an entire home comfortable. But with multiple 

floors and rooms of various sizes and configurations, 

that’s virtually impossible. Homeowners come to accept 

that certain areas will always be cold or hot.

Fortunately, that’s no longer true—even for older homes 

with existing forced-air systems. If you’re interested 

in optimizing air quality in every room of your home, 

zoning is the most effective solution.

Today’s programmable thermostats are  
easy-to-use and save you money

Heating and cooling costs are the #1 expense in most 

American homes. Aprilaire Programmable Thermostats can 

save you up to 30% on energy costs according to the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). And as part of 

a zoned system, the savings can be even greater. They’re 

easy to use with large screens, user-friendly programming, 

backlighting and simple service reminders.

Controlling your home’s temperature 
can save money while enhancing the 
quality of your life.



 + Run your heating or cooling 

system blower constantly to 

reduce hot or cold spots

 + Use ceiling fans to help 

increase circulation (with 

blades moving air downward 

in winter, upward in summer)

 + Keeping heating and cooling 

system vents unobstructed by 

furniture or decorations

What You Can Do to  
Treat the Symptoms

 + Install an Aprilaire Zoned Comfort 

Control System on your existing 

heating/cooling system

 + Keep your system running 

at optimum efficiency by 

periodically having it inspected

What We Can Do  
to Solve the Problem

The right temperature you 
want, where you want it.

There are 3 major distribution systems in 
every home: 

The water service is zoned; every sink, tub, etc. has its own 

independently controlled faucet.

The lighting system is zoned; all switches are separate.

The heating and cooling system in most cases is not zoned; one 

centrally located thermostat controls heating and cooling for 

the entire home attempting to provide the desired temperature 

in every room in the home.

For example, most two story homes have upstairs that are too 

hot in the summer and downstairs that are too cold in the winter. 

With one thermostat, usually located in a central location on the 

ground floor, you will overcool the downstairs area or overheat 

the upstairs in an attempt to stay comfortable.

By having a thermostat located on each floor, heated or cooled 

air is only delivered to the floor that needs it. This allows both 

levels of the home to maintain a comfortable temperature.

If you are using programmable thermostats in your home, you 

can also automatically maintain different temperatures in each 

area throughout the day to match occupancy patterns. For 

example, if the bedrooms are unoccupied during the day but 

the main living area is occupied, the thermostat in the bedroom 

area would not need to maintain the same temperature as the 

main living area. This saves you money on your heating and 

cooling bill.

You can add a second, third or more thermostats to allow your 

heating and cooling system to make all areas of your home the 

temperature you want, when you want it.

On average a zoning system can save 20 to 30% on annual 

energy costs.

This yearly cost savings allows the system to “pay for itself” in 

just a few years.



To learn more about indoor air quality, 

check out these free online resources: 

Aprilaire Indoor Air Quality Products 

www.Aprilaire.com

EnergyStar 

www.EnergyStar.gov

Healthy Indoor Air for America’s Homes 

www.HealthyIndoorAir.org

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - 

Indoor Air Quality 

www.EPA.gov/IAQ

Thank you for allowing us 
to care for your home.

Your current heating and cooling system may contain all,  

or just some, of the products necessary for an effective—

and comprehensive—indoor air quality system. We can help 

make the most of your current equipment, or recommend 

additional products to remedy any problems found with 

your home’s indoor air quality.
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